
ROAD MASTER’S REPORT 
For the month of May 2021 Roadwork: 

 

1. Patched Burgess, Strickland intersection using millings 

2. Received a call from resident on Laning Creek that road closed sign 

removed.  Called PADOT and they brought the sign back due to vehicles 

going to dead end road 

3. Purchased 2.91 told cold patch from Hawbaker 

4. Cleaned leaves out of ditch on Fall Run for water flow 

5. Weed trimmed “welcome to Wysox” sign in Meyersburg 

6. Weed trimmed bamboo at boat launch and around rocks and out house 

7. Put water into portable tank, cleaned tables and concrete under pavalions 

8. Attended traffic safety flagger training 

9. Leveled off parking area at boat launch with backhoe 

10.  Patched holes on Glen & Old Sawmill 

11. Dug out for steps in front of office building and backfilled with backhoe 

when steps were finished.  Then we seeded and put straw down 

12. Weed trimmed around our shop and guide rails along 187 

13. Stock piled anti-skid as loads are still coming 

14. Swept gravel off in front of new office steps and mailbox 

15. Cut bamboo down on Dry Run and cleaned ditch for water flow 

16. Cleaned berm and ditch above Chamberlins on Harmony with backhoe.  Put 

all material back on bank where it came from.  Also took down 2 dead trees 

in our right of way 

17. Took backhoe to Brown Hill, leveled off road and berm from water not 

getting off.   

18. Bermed Fall Run from Brown Hill down to Fall Run Bridge 

19. Weed trimmed around Fall Run bridge and Glen bridge also did guide rails 

20. Mowed 187 & Hillside intersections 

21. Mowed Sullivan St, Old Rt 6, Canal, Burgess Fairground, PA Ave, Claverack, 

Hollenback, Pond Hill, Post, Red Rock, Spencer, Shiner, Rowe, Old Sawmill.  

Also weed trimmed under rails around signs and mail boxes 



22. Street sign hit at Brown Hill and Fall Run intersection had to replace base 

post 

23. Had to blow off pavilions and tables after M&R mowing.  They blew grass 

all over pavilions and tables minutes after we pressure washed them.   

24. Received a call from com center, said they had a call, Plaza traffic signal not 

working.  Went directly to it and again it was working as normal 

 

Tucks and Equipment: 

1. Cinder spreaders are out.  We put salt away on all and lifted dump 

boxes and cleaned under them as well 

2. Changed oil & Filter on backhoe 

3. Changed oil & filter on John Deere tractor 

4. Welded plow bracket on truck 1 

5. Repainted plow on truck 1 

6. Checked fluids and greased mower daily before each use on tractor 

7. Took spreader chains off and put in barrel of oil for storage 

8. Repaired strobe light on truck 1 

9. Changed fuel filters o tractor 

10. Took broom off tractor 
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